
16-bit Small Floating Point 

 

1. Objectives 

Design and implement 16-bit floating point type (small floating point, or sfp for short), type 

cast operations between int and float, and its associated addition and multiplication operations 

as well.  

 

 

2. Overview 

The newly designed small floating point type consists of 1 bit for sign, 6 bits for exponent, and 

the rest for significand. In C, sfp is represented as below. 

typedef unsigned short sfp; 

In order to utilize this newly implemented data type, it is mandatory to design functions supporting 

conversion against conventional data types. In our assignment, we aim int and float as targets. You 

are supposed to program following 4 kinds of type-cast operators. 

/* convert int into sfp */ 
sfp int2sfp(int input); 
/* convert sfp into int */ 
int sfp2int(sfp input); 
/* convert float into sfp */ 
sfp float2sfp(float input); 
/* convert sfp into float */ 
float sfp2float(sfp input); 

Two arithmetic functions should be implemented associated with sfp data type. Return data type 

is sfp as well. 

sfp sfp_add(sfp in1, sfp in2); 
 
sfp sfp_mul(sfp in1, sfp in2); 

 Following is a printing function for sfp data type into bit stream. It is important to implement this 



function so that the result can be printed out and evaluated correctly. 

char* sfp2bits(sfp result); 

 

3. Details 

3.1  int2sfp(), float2sfp() 

- These functions are used in order to convert int data type, and float data type into sfp 

data type, respectively. Return data type is sfp. 

- For the value which exceeds the range of sfp(overflow), mark the result as ±ꝏ. (The sign 

must be ensured clearly. +ꝏ and -ꝏ are different from each other.) 

- Use round-to-zero as rounding mode. 

- For int 0, mark the result as sfp +0.0 

Input (int, float) Output (sfp) 

int 0 +0.0 

Round-to-zero mode 

Table 1. special result values for int2sfp and float2sfp 

3.2 sfp2int() 

- This function is used in order to convert sfp data type into int data type. Return data type 

is int.  

- +ꝏ and -ꝏ is represented as TMax and TMin in int, respectively. 

- NaN is converted into Tmin. 

- Use round-toward-zero as rounding mode. 

Input (sfp) Output (int) 

+ꝏ TMax 

-ꝏ TMin 

>maximum of int TMax 

<maximum of int TMin 

±NaN TMin 

Round-to-zero mode 

Table 2. Special result values for sfp2int 

3.3 sfp2float() 

- This function is used in order to convert sfp data type into float data type. Return data 



type is float. 

- There is no exception or error cases since float type is capable of covering all the value 

range where sfp can express. 

3.4 sfp_add(sfp in1, sfp in2) 

- Two sfp data type variables are given as inputs. The result is an sfp data type value 

representing the sum of inputs. 

- For the result which exceeds the range of sfp (overflow), mark the result as infinity. (the 

sign must be ensured clearly. +ꝏ and -ꝏ are different from each other.) 

- Use round-to-even rounding mode. 

- Casting sfp to float or double are prohibited in the function. Manipulate bits of the two 

sfp variables to generate the result. 

in1 in2 result 

+ꝏ +ꝏ +ꝏ 

+ꝏ -ꝏ NaN 

+ꝏ Normal Value +ꝏ 

-ꝏ -ꝏ -ꝏ 

-ꝏ Normal Value -ꝏ 

NaN Any Value NaN 

Table 3. Special result values for sfp_add 

3.5 sfp_mul(sfp in1, sfp in2) 

- Two sfp data type variables are given as inputs. The result is an sfp data type variable 

representing the product of inputs. 

- For the result which exceeds the range of sfp(overflow), mark the result as infinity. (the 

sign must be ensured clearly. +ꝏ and -ꝏ are different from each other.) 

- Use round-to-even as rounding mode. 

- Casting sfp to float or double are prohibited in the function. Manipulate bits of the two 

sfp variables to generate the result. 

in1 in2 result 

+ꝏ +ꝏ +ꝏ 

+ꝏ -ꝏ -ꝏ 

+ꝏ Positive Normal Value +ꝏ 

+ꝏ Negative Normal Value -ꝏ 

-ꝏ -ꝏ +ꝏ 



-ꝏ Positive Normal Value -ꝏ 

-ꝏ Negative Normal Value +ꝏ 

NaN Any Value NaN 

±ꝏ ±0 NaN 

Table 4. Special result values for sfp_mul 

3.6 sfp2bits() 

- This function prints out sfp data type input into bit stream form. 

(e.g. if sfp val means 15 in decimal, char *string=sfp2bits(val); has “0100010111000000”) 

- Use malloc() inside the function for the return string. The returned string may be freed by 

the caller of sfp2bits(). 

4. Example 

 Input file must have four parameters. A pair of two parameters indicates the format and value of 

the input respectively. For example, i 15 means int 15 and f -2.25 means float type -2.25. 

 

Figure 1. input format 

 Two inputs should be delivered from input.txt, and each input is converted into sfp data type. The 

results are shown in the bit stream form. These values are used as addition and multiplication tests 

again, and the results of calculation are printed out in the bit stream form as well. 

 

Figure 2. printed output 

  



5. Note 

 Skeleton code is given so what students only need to write is the inner code of suggested 

functions in sfp.c. Input cases and scoring system will be implemented by TA. 

 After implementing all functions, type “make” on your terminal, and execute the program with 

the command “./hw1 < input.txt” 

 Comments for explaining your code should be contained in your sfp.c file. If not, you might 

take an additional disadvantage to your score. 

 You should create a PDF file that contains a description of your sfp.c file. The PDF file name 

must have a form of “studentid.pdf” (e.g. 2017719486.pdf) 

 Zip your code and pdf files (sfp.c, studentid.pdf) for your submission. The zipped file name 

must have a form of “studentid.tar” (e.g. 2017719486.tar). 

 Submit your assignment by uploading the zipped file to icampus. 

 There is a penalty of 10% per day when you miss the deadline. 

 If plagiarism is detected, 0 point for your score. Never copy other’s work. 

Good luck! 

 


